**Materials Needed:** Set of 10 Dice for each player

**Players:** 2-4 Players

**Goal:**
Roll fast – and be the first player to get all 10 of your dice to show the same number!

**Gameplay:**

1. Each player chooses a set of dice.
2. Players hold all 10 dice in their hands. Someone yells ‘GO!’ and everyone rolls at the same time.
3. Quickly look at your roll and decide which number you are going to try and roll all your dice to get!
   - Example – if you have more 3’s than any other number, that’s what you’ll want to go for!
4. Put all your dice with that number aside, collect the remaining dice and quickly roll again. (You do not have to wait for others to roll again!)
5. Keep rolling until all 10 of your dice show the same number.

**Winning:**
The first player to get all 10 of their dice to match (ten 3’s, for example) shouts out ‘TENZI!’ and wins the game!

**Crazy for MORE TENZI?**

**TENZI TOWER:**
Instead of putting your successfully rolled dice aside, stack them one on top of the other. First player to get all ten of their dice stacked and shout “TENZI!” wins!

**SPLITZI:**
Instead of trying to get all ten dice of one number, try to get five dice of one number and five dice of another number, and then yell “TENZI”.
TEAM TENZI:
Join forces and play in teams! Get all your team’s dice on one number. Or play this way – each team member goes for a different number!

MEGA TENZI:
Ten dice not enough for you? You’ll really have your hands full with twenty dice! Double the challenge, double the frenzy!

STEALZI:
If you see another player roll the number you’re going for, steal those dice and give the player an equal number of your dice. No stealing on the first roll of the game, or from any player going for the same number as you!

TARGET TENZI:
All players declare which number they’re going for before the first roll. Or, decide on one number that everyone has to go for!

TIMED TENZI:
How fast are you?

Over 40 seconds…….Cubie Newbie
30 – 40 seconds……….Tumbler in Training
20 – 30 seconds……….Rockin’ Roller
10 – 20 seconds……….Dice Dragon
Under 10 seconds…….TENZI Master

TWISTED TENZI:
Mix and match your favorite TENZI games. Play TEAM TENZI TOWER, or TIMED TARGET TENZI, or even MEGA TENZI TOWER SPLITZI STEALZI. Whew! That’s a mouthful. And just in case you’re wondering, the odds of getting all ten dice to land on one number in one roll are 10,077,697 to 1.